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vampire weekend debut album "vampire weekend" was released on september 11, 2007 and produced by rostam batmanglij. "everything feels like it should" was the first single released to promote the album. vampire weekend performed for the first time on late night with conan o'brien, to promote "vampire weekend". on october 9, 2007, "white," the album's second single, was
released, with the band performing the song on conan. in november 2007, vampire weekend played the pyramid stage at the 2007 wireless festival in hyde park, london. vampire weekend made a cameo appearance at the 46664 festival on january 27, 2008 at colchester in essex, england. vampire weekend was the opening act for the roots' performance on june 10, 2008 at the bottle

rocket festival in toronto. on july 8, 2008, vampire weekend was the host band for the rolling stones' set at the rose bowl in pasadena, california. on vampire weekend at the newport folk festival, adara in well, its like that seems to capture the emotion of the evening perfectly. the melancholy on song for the birds wraps you up in the joy of playing on a stage and sharing it with your
bandmates and friends. and "holiday", from continent, draws you in with it s simple plea, as the new york transplants recognize their time away from home in a glowing easter egg moment. adam ross the third track, 'the kids are alike' is a perfect example of the band's refined harmonies that sound like the harmonies of the beach boys and the beatles put together. 'unbelievers' is the
bouncy '70s r&b pop that vampire weekend fans have been clamoring for. 'cape cod kwassa kwassa' is vampire weekend's homage to their hometown of new york. 'bros' is a call and response of two members of the band, and the title track, 'holiday' is a slow jam with a soaring chorus. 'sit next to me' is a hip-hop influenced cut about the war in iraq. it all sounds like vampire weekend,

but it's all very distinct and vampire weekend isn't putting out a bunch of throwaway tracks to try to cater to their fans. vampire weekend, contra [original album] // [listen] vampire weekend, contra [itunes download] // [listen]
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there are moments on vampire wifes modern vampires of the city when ezra koenig speaks of suicide. not in a morbid, cut-and-dried way. no, koenigs fascination is inside.
theres a startling juxtaposition here. koenig is busy blathering about the withering of authenticity as an enabler of the new age, and all the while hes just as interested in

the subject of suicide as he is in college football. its obvious why he would be. a college football player commits suicide. its an undeniable tragedy. then a rock band with an
east coast mindset commits suicide. its an inevitable tragedy. sometimes, koenigs music and lyrics seem to reflect an obsession with our collective mortality. and thats no
bad thing. since vampire wifes release, koenigs career has gone a bit dark. koenigs playing field has shrunk, but that doesnt mean theres no room to grow. its difficult to

imagine koenig on the same level as the other vampire weekends, but if he continues to stick to his guns and craft emotionally rich songs with the surety of someone who
knows his own heart, he could find himself on the biggest stages of all. with a signature falsetto, koenigs voice is one of the keys to vampire wifes success. koenigs

songwriting is sharp, but its the band behind him that propels the songs to new heights. koenigs voice, in its most emotive form, floats over a song like a skydiver on a
cloud. its there, but it isnt the dominating force in vampire wifes soundtrack. its not simply the voice of a man stuck in his own head. its the voice of a man stuck on his own

feelings, and thats where it belongs. 5ec8ef588b
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